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Worldwide opt increasingly more universities or other Bitcoin digital currency to integrate.

The integration is done here on different paths - distribute some universities Bitcoins for free to the students, other universities, however accept the digital currencies in the cafeteria or at the library.

Here we show you an overview of the crypto-friendliest universities around the world:

HAN University of Arnhem (Arnhem Business School), The Netherlands

500 students from the HAN University already received in the past year Bitcoins worth 2 euros. For Free!
The occasion was a partnership with the Bitcoin payment processor BitKasse who has taken care in the city of Arnhem Bitcoin simultaneously for incentives to bring the Bitcoins among the people. Through a partnership with the Arnhembitcoinstad numerous Caffee’s and restaurants could be convinced to accept Bitcoin and offer special discounts. Not for nothing Arnhem is already touted as one of the friendliest cities Bitcoin world.

Coincidentally, I have also completed my Bachelor at the Arnhem Business School, but unfortunately Bitcoin at the time was not yet an issue. The more beautiful it is, however, to hear from the encouraging news.

**University of Nicosia, Cyprus**

In November 2013, the universities of Nicosia in Cyprus (UNIC) to the first university that Bitcoin has been accepted for the tuition fees.

A few months later the largest independent Cyprus University launched a free course under the name of *Introduction to Digital Currencies*. In the course the students use digital currencies should be conveyed in more detail.
University of Cumbria, England

Beginning of 2014 was the University of Cumbria to the first university in England, the Bitcoin accepted payments for various courses.

Since the beginning of the Cumbria University also offers a new Master's program, which focuses on the future of money.

Simon Fraser University, Canada

The Simon Fraser University was the first university in Canada that in August last year for their courses of study also Bitcoin as payment accepted.

The resident of the Canadian British Columbia Uni explained the decision with the forward-looking vision of the University. The Simon Fraser University has more than 35,000 students.

Mike Yeung, President of SFU Bitcoin Clibs said:

"The SFU is a very innovative and future-oriented university. Bitcoin fits in here perfectly."

According to the announcement, the university began to accept Bitcoin also for the purchase of books. Later even been Bitcoin ATM (ATM) situated on campus.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

The MIT Coop bookstore since September last year already accepted Bitcoin for t-shirts, books and other stationery items.
Shortly afterwards, the university distributed due to the growing demand of more than 500,000 dollars in Bitcoin to the students (Bitcoin Airdrop).

As latest news reached us that the MIT will also offer its own Bitcoin course should CEOs of tomorrow put on the right course. In addition, in the next semester a technically skilled course dealt with the programming of the blockchain. The MIT already supports multiple Bitcoin core developers.

**New York University**

Founded in 1831 and largest private non-profit institution for education in America led in September 2014, the first course, which deals exclusively with cryptocurrencies.

On the first course of the series *The Law and Business of Bitcoin and Other Cryptocurrencies* headed by Professor Geoffrey Miller 35 students participated.

**Duke University**

The first Bitcoin course at Duke University started in September 2014, led by Professor Campbell Harvey. Five years earlier graduated from the co-founder Fred Coinbase Ehrsam his studies at the University.

**McGill University, Canada**

The McGill University, founded in 1821, distributed in January this year 30 MBTC (7 US dollars) to around 600 students. The university was inspired here by the aforementioned MIT Bitcoin Airdrop.
Besides Bitcoin as a currency, the students received from numerous local McGill Crypto Currency Club info material to digital currencies and their application areas.
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Online-Voucherdienst Easysafer setzt auf Bitcoin
2 Kommentare • vor einem Monat

Hamburg — Hi, habe mich bei easysafer angemeldet. Für den Kauf von Bitcoin per Telefon oder SMS musste ich mich nicht ...

Citi experimentiert "seit Jahren" mit Bitcoin-Technologie
Ein Kommentar • vor 3 Monaen

freiheit — Eine nicht dezentrale Blockchain, kontrolliert von Banken, braucht kein Mensch. Da kommt man nur vom Regen ...

US-Regierung warnt vor Gefahren mit Kryptowährungen
Ein Kommentar • vor 2 Monaen

freiheit — Der Bitcoin schwächt die Macht der Regierungen über die Bevölkerung, natürlich berichten sie nicht objektiv. Wer ...

Vogogo macht Händlern Bitcoin schmackhaft
Ein Kommentar • vor 3 Monaen

freiheit — "Denn dies zählt wohl – ohne empirischen Nachweis – zu den Gründen, die die meisten potentiellen ...
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